Is Voice-First Technology a Must-Have in 2020 and Beyond?

Voice-first platforms and interfaces such as Amazon Alexa, Google Assistant, Microsoft Cortana, Samsung’s Bixby, Apple Siri, and Alibaba’s AliGenie seem to be everywhere in the consumer world, with smart speaker sales growing at over 78% a year and 53% of all smart speaker owners using their device daily. Major brands like Proctor & Gamble are making bank with Alexa-powered voice search, and other brands are looking to leverage voice-powered ecommerce as well. Voice-activated technology is increasing every day, and brands need to be in the mix when it comes to voice search and voice-related customer experience outcomes.

The interface of choice is quickly shifting for screens to voice for both consumers and business users as voice technologies, real-world applications, and fundamental business strategies are looking to “voice first” as the next huge area for growth.

Participate in this Best Practices installment and help our readers understand how voice-first strategies and tools are changing the way consumers interact with devices and businesses alike.
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Impact our audience
Your sponsored essays, white papers, and case studies will be printed in a special section of CRM magazine, preceded by an introduction by our publisher, Bob Fernekees, with extensive distribution via our magazine and website, www.destinationCRM.com.

Generate leads for your sales force
■ PDF requests will be driven through a registration form capturing complete contact and qualifying information.
■ Leads will be distributed to all sponsors in this section via a secure link that you can access 24/7.

Enormous distribution, reach, and frequency
■ Published in CRM magazine (21,000 subscribers)
■ Inclusion in digital version of CRM magazine
■ 32,000 email invitations to download a PDF of this special section (twice) — you get the leads
■ 1 month of homepage promotion on www.destinationCRM.com (70,000 visitors per month)
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